**TABE Reading Gains**

- **Changes Hours:**
  - For students in an SJ facility, CHANGES hours (>176) increased TABE reading gains by nearly a grade level.

- **Title 1 Hours after CHANGES:**
  - Title 1 hours were not linearly related. Students that received no Title 1 hours had higher TABE reading gains than those taking 1 to 73 hours. However, students receiving more than 73 hours of Title 1 instruction exhibited nearly a half grade level increase in TABE reading gains over their peers.

- **Computer Lab:**
  - Students in SAFP and IS facilities demonstrated nearly a 1 grade level increased in TABE reading when given computer lab time.

- **Vocational and CHANGES hours:**
  - For students in an ID facility, TABE reading gains showed a linear relationship with computer hours.
  - When large amounts of computer hours cannot be offered, vocational hours can help to bridge that gap and increase TABE reading gains by nearly 1 grade level.